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OLLEGE EWS

New London, Connecticut, Wednesday, December 2, 1942

W.Haynes to Talk Girls Tell Of
On War Chemicals Heroic Action
Monday~ Dec. 7 At Great Fire
by Helen Crawford '44
"What impressed me most of
all," said Betty Harlow '45, in describing what she had seen of the
tragic
Coconut Grove fire in
Boston last Saturday night, NoDr. Williams
Haynes,
noted vember 28, "was the way the sertook
chemical economist, will lecture vice men immediately
on Chemicals of War on Monday, charge of the situation, giving orders calmly, quietly and most efDecember 7, at 4 :30 in Palmer fectively, To start at the beginauditorium. A native of this dis- ning, we were unbelievably lucky
trict, he belongs to the family art- that we did not arrive sooner."
er which Williams
Street
is Betty explained that she and her
escort were just leaving the Maynamed. Mr. Haynes
makes his
fair to go to the Coconut Grove,
home in Stonington
in an ances- which is across the street, when
tral farmhouse
that he has re- he remembered
that" he had
planned to call his mother on
modelled.
Long Island, as it was her birthHailed as America's
foremost
chemical economist, Dr. Haynes day. For about fifteen minutes
has a wide literary and scientific they tried to put the call through
background. At Johns Hopkins he without success; they finally gave
specialized in chemistry,
biology up and at 10 :15 p.m. went across
the street past the back entrance
and economics.
of the Coconut Grove. As they
Popularizes Science
came to the door, they noticed
He also had another interestthat smoke was pouring out of
that of writing.
He has done the windows. "Then suddenly," I
newspaper work in London and said Betty, "the whole place burst
New York. He was once editor of into flames. Sheets of flames enthe Northampton
Herald. He also veloped the whole building in
owns and publishes the business
three minutes. It was what they
magazine Chemical Industries. In call a 'mushroom fire: when evaddition he has owned and pub- erything becomes ignited almost
lished the technical
magazines
instantaneously."
Drugs and Cosmetics Industries,
"The police and fire departand Modern Plastics. He has pub- ments," Betty continw:d, "were
lished many scientific books writ- amazing; it seemed as If the fir~
ten for the person without technl- engines arrived at once." She estlcal training.
Among them are mated that about twenty-five fire- by Phyllis SchiJf '43
Men, Money, and Molecules, and engines and all available ambuThe house lights are dimmed,
This Chemical Age. A recent one, lances were rushed to the scene a hush falls over the audience,
just out this summer,
is The of the fire. "When they ran out of the curtain slowly rises. Once
Stone that Burns, the story of ambulances, they used railway again the theatre gael's of Consulphur. At present Dr. Haynes is express trucks, taxis and private necticut college and New London
writing a four-volume history of cars and station wagons."
are gathered to see a new playas
chemical industry of the United
Betty went on to describe how presented by Wig and Candle,
States. He has also written five efficiently all the people rallied Connecticut's own drama group.
books relating to dogs, his very around and risked their lives to But how many of that audience
active hobby.
help. Policemen, firemen, ensigns, realize the months of serious
This will not be Dr. Haynes'
See "Boston Fire"-Page
4 thought and hard work which go
first visit to Connecticut.
He lecinto producing that skillful and
tured here five years ago. He
polished performance?
speaks as he writes, warmly, draIf we were to cond uct a thormatically, and understandably.
ough investigation of the many
steps which led to the performance of Letters To Lucerne, this
The Home Economcs club will Friday and Saturday
evenings,
sponsor a drive to collect articles December 4 and 5, we would have
of clothing from December 1-7. to begin way back last spring,
Clothing will be sent to the peo- when the new reading committee
ple of J one's Cove in Tenne~see. began to function. Or perhaps we
These mountaineers have written would first have to introduce
~n her column, My Day, of last exc-eedingly grateful letters for Mrs. Josephine Hunter Ray, diFrIday, November
27, Mrs. El- the Iittle help that they have al- rector of all" Wig and Candle proeanor Roosevelt made the followC
t
t
ing reference to her visit at Con- ready received from onnec leu ductions.
Mrs. Ray joined the staff of
nectlcut.
college. Since the winters a:€ C~ld
:
and long in the mountam
IS- Connecticut college in 1935. Since
Washmgton, Thursday-v-I spent tricts and clothes are scarce, any that time she has directed at
T'!esday afternoon
and evenmg
tl I of clothing is sincerely ap- least two three-act
plays ea~h
WIth the faculty and students at ar IC.e d
year. The final credit for any WIg
t
the Connecticut College for worn. prBeclae 'will soon be placed in and Candle production must be
en . Th ey were a most mteres
.
tlmg
.
haxes
dormitory to receive
any awarded to Mrs. Ray, for she
group .full of questions and keen cac
ts that students can no serves as the general source of
to know all they could of what Igarmenwear This is one instance information for all the various
was h appenmg
"
B rtltai
In Great
amr : ongerhi wea-h even the govern men t. branches of the technical and draOne girl asked me sOT?ething I ~ou~d ~dvocate a "fill 'er up" pol- matic staffs.
Imagme comes up quite often, .
The reading committee read ex"Do the students of Great Britain ICy.
tensively all during the spring.
accept the added physical educad h Its great and almost tnsurmountlIon, which is now being given Polly Smith to Rea
t e able problem was finding a worthus, as a horrid necessity, or do' August Proclamation of while play with a small number
they really feel it is important
and enter into it with zest?"
C. C.'s Solemn Seniors
I assured her that it was quite
I
well understood by students over
The traditional Senior Proc aInvitation I ssue d by
there that the best possible phys· mation the prediction of a sen·
The Wig and Candle
ICa! condition was necessary, both ior's Utopia, will be read Thursfor men and women. That they day morning, ~ecember 3, at ~h~
Wig and Candle invites all
need d
. chapel service In Palmer a~dlto
faculty members' families to
t'
e to know more about nutn· rl'um. The entire class WIll be
LetterS To Lucerne, Decem·
Ion and far more about mental
b th
.
balance and the value of a trained
garbed in caps and gowns
0
bel' 4 and 5, at 8:30 p.!'T!.In
and. controlled m,'nd as part of Thursday and Friday, and they
the Palmer Auditorium.
Students and faculty will
th eIr entire physical well-being. wish to ann ounce that for the du'Il .
ration of said two days th~y Wl
have to pay the federal tax
Th er
· e were many
other very
d I tudents cuttmg no
of five cents at the door.
~t nnulating questions
and I en- act as mo e s
,
JOyed my time with this group of classes, and breaking no rules of
_

Healthy Students Will
Donate Corpuscles
As War Contribution
Thursday, December 3, is the
day set for C.C.'s donation (0 (he
blood bank. Approximately
120
girls are scheduled to deposit one
pint of their blood at the mobile
unit sent {rom the Hartford chapter of the American Red Cross,
the principal to be used for wartime purposes. From 11 :30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. there will be a steady
stream of donators to and from
Windham's game room, the "depository," where seven girls (if
they are prompt) will be taken
care of every fifteen minutes!

by Barbara career '43

Blood and Sweat and Tears
---So a New Play is Born!

Old Clothes Drive
Extends to Dec, 7

First Lady Refers
To VI'Sl't Here rn
Column. "My Day"
.I

I

I

any sort.

5c per Copy

Deposits to Blood
Bank to be Made
Thurs. at Windham

publisher of Several
Technical Magazines;
Wrote Science Books

Yaung Women very much.-

OOJU".

Program of Day
The program of the day follows: blood donors are asked to
have a hearty breakfast,
since
they can eat no food for four
hours before the event.
(Fat
clouds the plasma and makes
working
with it difficult).
At
Windham the mobile unit staff includng a doctor and a corps of
nurses
and nurses'
aides wilt
check them for temperature,
haemoglobin content, blood pressure, and other symptoms
of
health; these precautions are taken to safeguard
the donor, not
the donation. Just before they
give their blood they will be glven a glass of water and a glass of
fruit juice-enough
to make up
for the amount of fluid lost by
the body during the donation. Afterwards, they will be given reo
freshments, cider and doughnuts
-the entire process taking about
half an hour.
The blood donated is drained
into pint jars and then packed in
See "Blood Donors"-Page
6

of male characters.
In former
years men had been borrowed
from such places as Trinity college and New London Junior college plus an acting group downtown-but
this year Uncle Sam
had priority. Finally in mid-August with Mrs. Ray's aid, Letters
To Lucerne was discovered. Now
it was time for work to begin.
Mrs. Ray undertook her usual
summer task of drawing up a
temporary
floor plan
which
would make use of all available
Wig and Candle sets and props,
then too, a light plot had to be
made. With these details in hand,
she was ready to start
work
Dr. Edwin Mirns, professor emwhen we returned to college this
eritus of English at Vanderbilt
fall.
In early October a board meet- university, will speak at the coling was held and the various lege Tuesday, December 8 and
Wednesday, December 9 on "The
committee chairmen were introduced to the new play. Try-outs Problems of College Students in
Time of War." In commemorafollowed, while the committee
tion of the founding of the Phi
chairmen selected their staffs.
Beta Kappa Society in December,
Various Conunittees Function
1776, Dr. Mims will talk at 4 :20
on
Mrs. Ray presented her floor p.m. in Palmer auditorium
plan to the scenery committee un- Tuesday and in chapel on Wedder the direction of Alida Hous- nesday as guest of the Connectiton '44. It was their job to make cut college chapter of the Phi
small models of the entire set Beta. Kappa. His talk will be of
and to create a color plan to be special interest to underclassmen
used by the costume, lighting and who are faced with the problem
of completing college in war time.
properties committees.
Dr. Mirna is a member of the
Next the lighting committee
under the direction of Eleanor Carnegie Foundation for the AdMurphy '43 and Isabel Vaughn vancement of Teaching, and has
'43 discovered the mysteries
of taught in England as Carnegie's
the light plot and learned to set visiting professor. Until his reDr. Mims headed the
up the lighting
and run the tirement,
English department of Vanderbilt
switch board.
Rehearsals
were under way, university in Nashville, Tennesthree times a week the whole see. He is the author of several
cast learned to live their parts. books including The Life of SidWe could hear Mrs. Ray exclaim, ney Lanier, and Adventurous
"You wouldn't hang onto the fur- America.
At present he is making a tour
niture," or "Just be, Miss Dun·
ham, just be!" Personal rehears· of the New England colleges. He
als for various characters
were has already visited Smith, Brown,
Amherst, Wheaton, and Radcliffe_
also scheduled.
Because of Dr. Mims' chapel
Barbara Gahm '44 and Virginia
Foss '43 instructed their costume talk, Miss Hanna Hafkesbrink,
professor of German, will speak
staff in the art of measurement
while Dorothy Lenz '43, assisted in chapel on Thursday, December
by Helen Riblet '45, sent her prop- 10, instead of Wednesday, Decem·
See "Play"-Page
4 bel' 9, as previously scheduled.

Dr, Mims to Speak
On War Problems
Facing Students

Wednesday, December 2, 1942
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EDITORIAL
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STAFF

Editor-in-Chief

Betty Shank '43
senior

Editor

Feature

Sally Kelly '43

Editor

Marilyn sworevn '43
Aseocrnte

Edltoril

Phyllis Schiff '43

Mary Lou Elliot '43
New. EdItor
Managing Editor
Helen Crawford '44
Allee Adams '44
President's Reporter
Nancy Troland '44
Department Editors
Art Editor
Barbara Garber '43
cartoonist __
._
__ ._~
__ .
Sally Ford '44
Book Review Editors _.
.
.
..
______
Betsey Pease '43, Mary Jane Dole '43
Music Editors __ Constance Smith '43, Libby Travis '44
Reporters

Dear Editor:
We survived! Connecticut college had its victory dinner a week ago Monday night, and we c:u-e
all alive and healthy, with no ill effect~. Imagine
that. Why. we didn't even lose an ounce 10 spite of
no butter and less meat. Doughnuts must have
calories. We may have survrved, and we m~y be
surprised but now we have proof that a VIctory
dinner can be a success, and it's satisfying. Therefore--let's have more victory dinners, We've made
a step in the right direction, but let's keep going.
What about a victory dinner at least once a month,
and possibly once a week? When we realize that
the meal we had Monday night was typical of
what the people in Europe get every day, it is little enough for us to do to have it once a week.
The spirit in which we had the meal was the
best. We were all willing and glad to have soup in
order to help. Even the faculty had soup, and I've
heard some of them mention the fact that it was
delicious. Sort of like home cooking don't you
think? Soup from the left over bones! Here's to
more victory dinners for the healthy and happy
gals at C.C. Let's all do something about it-vote
for it whim the motion comes to you in your house
meeting.
Sincerely,
Marge Lawrence '45

He says he loves me, but I wonder what would happen
if he came down on a Monday.

O. M. I.

BOOK

(Office of More
Information)

REVIEW

Norma PIke '44, Ruby zegoren '43, Lucille Bobrow '44,
Virginia Eells '45, Ruth Howe '44, Bernice Rtesner '45,
Barbara Swift '45, Nancy Schulte '45, Marjorie Lawrence
'45, Caryl Maesel '45 Thelma Gustafson '43 Trudy
by Betsy Pease '43
Weinstock '44, Mary \V. Lewis, '44, Barbara Rls::·gs'45, Dear Editor:
by Mary Lou Elliott '43
Georgine Downs '45J.. Jean Howard '46, Lynn WillIamson
A German novelist writes the
We would like to believe that more than 40
'46, Norma Gross '4b.
Liberal Party Wins in Uruguay
girls
a
week
are
buying
war
stamps.
If
they
are
story
of an escape from a concenProof Readers
In an election held November
Mary-Jean Moran '44
Marjorie Alexander '44 buying them elsewhere, well and good, but our 29 among the people, women in- tration camp; Seventh Cross, by
VirginIa Bowman '45
war stamp desk open all day Wednesday has been
BUSINESS
auetness

Jacquelyn
Advertising

STAFF
l\lanUJrer

Myers '43

Manager

Circulation

l\lanager

Asst. Circulation

Manager

Martha Boyle '43
Asst. Business

Lucy Roura '43

Manager

Martha Davis '44

Assistant

Alice Brewer '43

Advertising

Florence Urban '43

Business

l'ttanagers

Mary Adel aide Cox '44

Staff

Sally Wagner '43, Nance Funston '45, Barbara Wadsworth
'45, Anne Ordway '46j Miriam Imber '46, Sally Hosack '45,
Jessie MacFadyen '''16, Virginia Dwyer '46, Betty Williams '46
Advertising

Marlon Kane '44
Marjory Schwalbe '45
Circulation

Staff

Virginia Weber '44
Debby "Rablnowl tz '46
Staff

Allee Brewer '43, Ruth Remsen '43.J.Joan Banner '44, Anne
Hester '45, Nancy Favorite '45 Bar-bar-a Gelb '45, Margery vaner '45, Betty Hill '45, Virginia Winkler '45, Ellen
Haight '46, Louisa Angus '46

established for our convenience. It seems a shame
when everything is made easy for even the laziest,
to forget their money every Wednesday.
'43
Dear Editor;
Accidental dishonesty is bad enough; dellberate dishonesty is disgraceful! But those girls who
take other people's morning newspapers from the
halls do so quite intentionally. For example, after
Miss Hartshorn missed her paper for four successive days in Mark Harkness, the janitor hid it for
her in his desk drawer; by the time Miss Hartshorn arrived it had been taken from the drawer.
To whom it may concern, kindly refrain!
Helen Crawford '44

Calendar ...
December, a Reminder
December, 1941-a month of tragic revelations
-a month that will not easily be forgotten by the
people of the United States. Let us look back briefly to the war chronology of that fateful month.
On December 7, "a date that will live in infamy"
as President Roosevelt said, the Japanese attacked
United States air and naval bases in the Hawaiian
Islands, the Philippines, Guam and Wake Island;
and the British bases of Singapore and Hcngkcng.
December 8--Congress
declares war on Japan;
December 11--Congress unanimously declares war
on Germany and Italy after Germany and Italy declare war on the United States; and the Americas
First Committee dissolves and urges all its followers to give full support to the war effort. December 11 also marks the date when Congress
amended the Selective Service act to permit American troops outside of the western hemisphere.
The ousting of the army, navy and air force commanders in Hawaii who were in charge when
Japan attacked Pearl Harbor, came on December
17.
Thus runs the history of last December! We
have now come to the first anniversary
of this
month of disaster. We have gone through many
hardships
and disappointments
in this year of
war. In the foreign fields we have seen disasters
and reversals that were sickening to read about.
Here at home we have seen our friends and relatives depart for service-s-there is scarcely one family whose horne life has not been affected by these
departures. We have seen our colleges and universities depleted by the selective service draft, by
enlistments, and by other factors resulting from
the war.
We have seen, in addition, curtailment of con·
sumer services and goods which we had always
considered as essential to "our way of life." In this
second December we have concrete examples of
this trend. We know what it means to have our
gas supply cut, to have our homes less warmly
heated, to do without the full amount of meat,
coffee and sugar, We receive an emphatic plea
from the DDT begging students to observe "a
Christmas without travel to help win the war."
Along with dimout rules comes the order to eliminate all outdoor Christmas lights. The war is being brought home to us!
A year of reorganization
of our old ways,
touched with heartache and sacrifice; yet for all
this, we can pause in this second December and

Wednesday, December 2
Organ Recital
5:15 Chapel
Wig and Candle dress rehearsal
.....................................................................
7:30 Auditorium
Thursday, December 3
Choir rehearsal.
.
4 :30 Chapel
A.A. Coffee.
.
7:15 Knowlton
Freshman song rehearsal
6 :45 Knowlton
Friday, December 4
Letters to Lucerne
8 :30 Auditorium
Saturday, December 5
Letters to Lucerne
8:30 Auditorium
Sunday, December 6
Vespers, The Reverend John Schroeder.
.........
7:00 Chapel
Monday, December 7
Dr. Williams Haynes
4 :20 Auditorium
First Aid refresher
7:00 Gym
Oratorio rehearsal
7 :30 Auditorium
Math. Club meeting
7:30 Commuters' Room
Tuesday, December 8
Dr. Edwin Mims
.. 4:20 Auditorium
Pre-Medical Talk ., _ __
4 :15 Fanning 111
Choir rehearsal
4:30 Auditorium 202
Amalgamation meeting
7:00 Auditorium
A.A. Council
_
5 :30 Thames
Wednesday, December 9
Organ recital
5:15 Chapel
Home Economics club meeting.
................
7 :30 Windham Game room
feel that what we have been going through has
not been in vain. At last the equipment and supplies turne'd out on an ever increasing war production scale are helping to turn the tide. On all
fronts-in
the Pacific, in North Africa, in Russia,
we see that the war has turned from a defensive
fight to one in which we are rapidly becoming the
aggressors--one
in which we see the Allied military machine beginning to come into power. This
is partial consolation for that previous month of
December!
This is the time, moreover, for us to guard
against being dulled into a state of self-complac.
ency by sudden success. This is the time when we
should be stimulated by the forward steps that
have been taken in the first year to realize what
our continued concerted effort can do in the coming year!

cluded, of Uruguay a decided victory was given to the liberal demo
ocra tic Colorado party over the
reactionary
anti-democratic
Buango or National party. Juan
Jose Amezaga and Albert Guani,
who are very friendly to hemispheric solidarity, are now president and vice president respectively after defeating Eduardo
Blanco Acevedo and Luis Alberto
de Herrera, who are for "strict
neutrality." At the same time the
Uruguayan voters elected new
national and departmental
legislators,
The plebiscite concerning the
new Constitution also indicates a
majority in favor of the liberal
party. The former Constitution
promulgated by President Gabriel Terra in 1934 was disproportionate and undemocratic. President Alfredo Baldomir, who has
been the executive until Sunday's
election, framed the new document which has just ben accepted
by the people. Judging on the
basis of the liberal aspect in voting, it looks as though Uruguay
IS ahead of us!

Chile's Stand To Be Revealed
Although
there have
been
slightly favorable
statements
coming from Chile and on. November 26 former Foreign Minis.
ter Rossetti revealed a pact made
last January in Rio de Janeiro
with Under-Secretary
of State
Sumner Welles of U.S. which
promised Chile military and naval aid in case of attack. There is
still a cloud of mystery over that
long coastal country
of Latin
A~~rica. On December 2 Foreign
Minister Joaqutn Fernandez will
attend a session of the Chilean
Sen.a~e to. explain Chile's actual
POSItion In the international
scene. All those who have been at
all ~terest~d in Latin American
relat~ons WIll have their eyes on
San hago today.
FEPC Receives Bac'king
~hen PreSident Roosevelt estabhs~ed the Fair Employment
P.ractice Committee (FEPC), it
dId not have sufficient funds t
operate efficiently. But Lawrenc~
Cramer, executive secretary
of
the FEPC, announced last week
that an arrangement
had been
n:a?e wi~h the BUdget Bureau
gIVIng thIS valuable committee a
bUd~et four times as large as its
prevIOUS allotment. Although th·
?-mo~nt is still short of the need~s
It ~lll make Possible the investi~
gatIon of five key cities-Detr
·t
St. LOUis, Cleveland, PhiIadelp~~~

Anna Seghers is a symbol of the
fight against Nazi tyranny. Horror, pity, ruthlessness,
admiration, disgust, pride, hopelessness,
all human emotions and feelings
are awakened in these oppressed
victims of Nazi scoundrel rule.
Some who join the forces of the
"new times," others who silently
curse the change and wish for the
"old times," and others who fit in
superficially
but strive secretly
for the restoration of a new freedom and a .new peace-all
are
represented in this harsh but nevertheless authentic story.
Trials During Escape
George Heisler, the hero of the
tale, and his friends make possible but improbable
an escape
from the often described concentration camp in Nazi Germany.
The fear, the constant
nervous
strain, the continuous
planning,
the joy of finding a friend, the
physical torture,
the unmttlgating doubts, the snatching of a little sleep anywhere, the scanning
of every face-all
goes to eomplicate and bring about a fast moving tale of loyalty to and destruction of human rights. There was
Paul Roeder, a man comparatively happy with a good job and a
large family, who risked his happiness and that of his family to
help his friend.
There was a
chemistry professor, with a large
mansion, who helped a friend of
a distant
acquaintance.
There
were six others like George; they
were recaptured,
but they withheld all information
leading to
George's whereabouts. They died.
There was young Fritz, whose
chief possession was a new jacket; Fritz' jacket disappeared a~d
was later found to have been In
the possession
of the fugitive.
Fritz disowned the jacket, so "his
man" would not be caught. There
was Elly, his unloved wife; .her
life was watched constantly, Just
as were those who had had any
connection
with George. There
was George's
old mother, harrassed by her three other "loyal"
sons. There was the undergroUn
system which the fugitive hesttated to trust. There was always
darkness, fatigue, and uncertain-

?

ty.

,

I

If you can enjoy
contIll~atenseness and ever-presept e.xclt~
ment, then you can read Sevent
Cross. Anna Seghers has writte~
a tale, not unpoetic in style, tha
is so brilliant and startling, ~o~
cannot tuck away in a far regIO
of your mind the necessity fO~
the recognition
of the rights 0
See O.M.I.-Page 5 any human being,

J
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First Campus
Thanksgiving
Huge Success
bY Barbara Riggs

Miss Blunt Lauds
Blood Donors in
Chapel Address

Fir~t~"adY Visits Connecticut College

I

r

I

'45

Everyone who spent

Page Three

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE NEWS

Thanks-

Cites Boston Fire as
Illustrating Value
Of Plasma Supplies

. 'og at college. has agreed that
~lV~as "one of the nicest times
~~er had here." Girls and faculty

aroused themselves

from

slum-

b r to attend late breakfast
and
~apel at 11 a.m. Distinguishing
~eatures of the special service
vere the reading of the governor
~fconnecticUt's
Thanksgiving
proclamation and a solo, Handel's
"Thanks be to Thee" by Dorothy
Poust '45.

The feast was spread in the va-

dining halls on campus at
1:30 p.m. Great baskets overflowing with fruit and vegetables, and
lighted tapers in other houses
lent a festive note to the occasian. The tables groaned under
their loads of traditional
turkey,
stuffing, cranberry
sauce, mince
pie, pumpkin pie, nuts-c-ad infinitum. Appreciation
was so great
that the girls in some houses
sang to the kitchen help, who after a bit of blushing
reticence,
broke down and appeared
to
make their bows.
After lunch some girls retired
to couches. -Others sped on downtown to the movies. A small and
hardy group turned out for the
Hare and Hound chase sponsored
by the physical education
department. Four energetic
girls, Betty
Gossweiler
'43, Dot Lenz '43,
Marge Lawrence
'45 and Babs
Swift '45, alias the four hares
tore over hill and dale, plodding
through dismal swamp land and
clambering
up and down cliffs;
See "Thanksgiving"-Page
4
riOllS

seen with MI'S.Eleanor Roosevelt in the GreenRoom
before her lecture are Marilyn
zyn '43, President Katherine BIWlt, Jean Wallace '43 and Barbara Snow '44.

Swor-

Students Invited
To Attend Gov't
In Action Trip
c.c. students are invited to participate in the fifth Government
in Action field trip sponsored by
the New York City League
of
Women Voters to be held in New
York on Tuesday, December 29th.
. In years past several Connecticut
girls have been on these trips.
The tentative
schedule for the
day, which begins at 9 :45 will include 'trips to the Magistrates'
Court, a garbage
incinerator,
a
health center, and the city hall.
Registrations
for
the
trip,
which will cost two dollars,
should be made through
Miss
Marjorie Ruth Dilley as soon as
Possible.

-----

House Librarians
Are Chosen for
The Present Year

c. C.

to "Toughen Up" Under
A New Hardening Program
by Nancy Troland '44
In an
""
C
. endeavor
to toughen
on~ectlcut
college women for
the. mcreased
physical
demands
WhICh will be made upon them
for the duration
of the war a
new "hardening"
program
has
been introduced
by the physical
education department.
This program will be carried out in every
gYm. class, with the probable ex<eptton of the modern dance and
milit.ary drill classes, which are
conSIdered toughening
enough in
themselves.
B
y means of the new plan ten
or. fifteen minutes
of every' bad~nton.
country
dance, basket.
d 11, or other gym class will be
eVot~d to pure physical
fitness
€;cerclses. These exercises are de~~ned. to instruct the college stuth nts In correct body mechanics,
an~ proper way to lift heavy loads
rect move heavy objecs, and corsh ways to exercise thoroughly
to~U~~ priorities
curtail
badmlnfac']' ~rds and other recreational
lltIes.
al

It

;;as explained by the physice UcatlOn instructors
that
,a re going to h~ve to meet

W Ohlen

Tn her chapel address
to the
students
Tuesday
morning,
December
1, President
Katharine
Blunt extended
her commendations to the blood donors, who
will contribute their blood to the
Red Cross on December 3. She also announced the coming lecture
of Dr. Williams Haynes, the outstanding chemistry lecturer;
and
she spoke
upon the currently
prominent
subject
of women
workers in the United States.
With reference
to the Connecticut college blood donors,
M1ss
Blunt pointed out that the students might be very proud of the
importance
of their
donation,
which cannot be over-estimated.
She mentioned as an Hlustrattot.
the urgent need for blood plasma
which was occasioned by Saturday nigh t's disastrous
fire in Boston and the rapidity with which
the Red Cross and individual
blood donors responded
to this
need.
In making her announcement
of the coming chemistry
lecture
by Dr. Haynes, President
Blunt
said that the address would be of
popular appeal rather than of interest only to chemistry students.
Dr. Haynes is known as an easily
understood speaker; his talk will
be on synthetic rubber, plastics,
and other chemical products related to current war interests.
The third topic on which the
president
spoke was the article
published in last Sunday's New
York Times magazine upon women in the government and war lndustries. The article noted by
Miss Blunt was written by Margaret Culkin Banning, a graduate
of Vassar in the class of 1912. In
referring
to the article,
Miss
Blunt pointed out that new ideals
of womanhood are being born In
these times, and that women students should not underestimate
their own abilities
to do great
things.

increased
physical
demands
in
the future because the men who
ordinarily
are available
to. do
heavy work are rapidly ?emg
drafted Into the armed servlc~S.
In addition to t~e sho~t t1T~e
from each class period WhICh Will
be devoted to physical fitn~ss,
there is a class teaching physlcal
fitness exclusively for those who
wish to take it.
Connecticut
college'S new program is similar to that recently
adopted
by the Uni~ersity
of
Michigan.
The followmg
statement from the Associated Collegiate Press reports t hei
err r esults' .
"University
of MiChig~m st~dents have improved their ph:nt
cal fitness by at least 20 per c f
with completion of one tern 0
the
institution'S
c.oJ?Pu sor~
"hardening"
course, It IS ~ebo~~e
in a survey just complete
y. I
university departme~t of physlca
education and athlei~cs., achieve"'Before
and a er
t rements of the ave~age s:~~~n
pull.
g
vealed the followmg h
1593
ups 7.45 to 10.20; pus ups,
'86
,.
5677t059
to 21.18; right gr~p, 5343 to 55:67
kilograms; left gllp,
.
."
k-Ilograms.

Rev. J. Schroeder
To Speak Dec. 6

The students listed below have
consented to act as house librarians for dormitory
libraries
for
the year 1942·43:
Blackstone, Betty Anderson '45;
Branford,
La is Pari sette
'45;
Commuters, Bertha Eastland '45;
East, Jane Rutter '46; Emily Abbey, Lois Hanlon
'44; Grace
Smith, Frances Farnam '46; Jane
Addams,
Anne Godchaux
'43;
Knowlton,
Janet
Kennedy
'46;
Mary Harkness,
Jean Buck '44;
1937 House, June Sawhill
'45;
North, Harriett Kuhn '46; Plant,
Farlee Eaton '45; Thames, Judith
Willner '46; Vinal, Gloria A1prtn
'46; Windham, Frances Hutchins
'44; Winthrop, Doris McEvoy '45.
The house libraries have been
built up by the students
themselves, and the books are selected
by a committee of each house. An
anonymous prize of $15 in books
is offered to the house which adds
the best selection to its collection
before the 1st of March, 1943.

A newcomer to Connecticut college audiences, John C. Schroeder, professor of preaching in Yale
divinity school, will be the speaker at the vesper service to be held
Sunday, December 6, in Harkness
Chapel. Dr, Schroeder is a graduate of Union Theological
seminary, New York, and has held
pastorates
in Saginaw,
Mich.,
where he was minister
of the
First Congregational
church, and
in Portland,
Maine
where
he
served as pastor
of the State Christmas Music to be
Street Congregational
church.
He is one of the younger mem- Included in Recital
bers of the Divinity School faculMr. Arthur W. Quimby's organ
ty and is a favorite at young peo- recital on Wednesday,
December
The Athletic Association
will ple'S conferences.
9, will consist of Christmas music
give the annual
fall coffee on
including the Chorale No. 111 in
Thursday night, December 3, at Food for Thought:
A minor by Cesar Franck. This
7:00 in Knowlton salon. All those
Two and one fifth slices of is the third and last in the series
girls who have been elected to the
of Chorales by Franck which Mr.
different clubs will be Invited. At bread supplies enough energy for Quimby has presented at recitals
the
average
girl
to
dance
for
one
the coffee the lists of the memthis tall.
hour.
bers of each club will be read.

A. A. to Announce
Clubs at Coffee

Wednesday,
Page Four

Faux Pas Occur Behind Scenes
Of Mrs. Roosevelt's Visit
by Alice .aaerns '44
From where we stood (and we
stood as there was standing room
only), it appeared to us that the
events of Mrs. Roosevelt's visit
last Tuesday went off like clockwork. Everything went according
to schedule which even allowed
Mrs. Roosevelt approximately ten
and one hali minutes for tea in
Windham before her talk in the
aud.itorium.
We are infonned, however, that
behind the scenes there were a
few minor worries and grey hairs
momentarily
multiplied
on the
heads of the people in the Jane
Addams kitchen. One of the student waitresses
was thinking
about the big moment when she
would be entering
the dining
room laden with a tray destined
for the table farthest from Mrs.
Roosevelt's, and the mere thought
of this proximity left her somewhat confused when she went to
get her own plate of dinner ahead
of time. She helped herself to
chicken and noodles, squash and
peas and the next thing in line on
the stove was a large metal container holding some dark brown

stuff. She took the dark brown
stuff for gravy and took plenty of
it, distributing it liberally. over
chicken, squash and peas. It
turned out to be the butterscotch
sauce for the ice cream. De-II-

cious,
A little after 6:30 p.m. when
Mrs. Roosevelt and the Jane AddamHes were having fruit cup.
the chef, second cook, et al were
dishing up the platters for the
main course when the dumb walter (not to be confused with any
personage) carrying the squash
up from the basement got stuck
about halt way. Squash or no
squash? That was the question.

Some kind soul made a split sec-

ond decision, ran down to the
basement, pulled the dumb waiter
down and transported the sq uash
upstairs tray by tray. Thus this
little difficulty ironed itself out.
According to Stella Buisson,
head waitress in '37 House who
had the honor of waiting on Mrs.
Roosevelt's
table, "It certainly
was a pleasure and I'm happy
about the whole thing."
Later in the evening when Mrs.
Roosevelt was preparing to leave,
her knitting bag could be found
nowhere in Windham where she
had left it. Half of the people
could have sworn they had seen
it in the Windham
living room
and the other half could have
sworn that they had seen it in the
car with the rest of the baggage.
The "other half" were right. Mar1941 ilyn Sworzyn '43 was sitting on it
in the car.

Carroll
Cut Rate Perfumes
152 State St.
The Best in Perfumes
and Cosmetics

1792
The Union Bank & Trust
Co. of New London, Conn.
Trust and Commercial

Depts.

149 YEA.BS OF SERVICE

Jewelers

Since 1865

Stationery
Leather Goods
Novelties
Watch and Jewelry Repair
STATE STREET

Make Everybody

Boston Fire
(Continued from Pag-e One)

Perry & Stone

Happy with

VICTOR
RED SEAL

The Gift
that Keeps on Giving
-I<

marines, sailors and civilian bystanders immediately began carrying out the dead and injured on
stretchers
to the waiting ambulances, where they were rushed
to all the hospitals within a radius of ten miles. "They just had to
leave the injured lying on the
floors of the hospital lobbies,"
added Betty, "in order to speed
back to the fire. Bell-boys ran out
of the Statler
hotel carrying
great piles of blankets and sheets
for the wounded;
one woman
helped a fireman in managing his
heavy hose." But of all those
helping, Betty said that the navy
ensigns seemed most outstanding. They took immediate charge
of the emergency
and gave orders to sailors nearby and were
promptly
obeyed.
The sailors
pushed back the crowd forcibly
by joining hands and making a
chain to hold off the onlookers.
The service
men en tered
the
?uilding again and again, car-ryrng out the injured; Betty's escort
helped them in their rescue work
until twelve o'clock. Betty herself
tried to comfort and calm several
hysterical women. One odd thing
she noticed was that almost nobody who came out of the building was wearing shoes.
"An astonishing
thing," com.
merited Betty, "was that I could
not see any flames after the fire
had burned ten minutes. The fire
itself was never out of control
never spread to any other build:
Ing: it was probably the searing
flame and suffocation that caused
so much panic and disaster." Betty's escort told her that
the
smoke was terrible and that one

Young and old alike, will be thrilled
with the gift of Victor Records!
The musical selections enjoyed by
all are easy to get on Victor Records
-and they're performed by the
world's greatest artists. Do your
Christmas record shopping TWW!

Peterson's

RECORD DEPARTMENT

and

or

Roberta Electric Shop
110 Bank St.
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Restauranteurs

I

Caterers
247 State Street

New Jobs Are Ope;
To Social Workers

War Stamp Sales
In the War Stamp sale on November
lowing number of people contributed:
Class
1943
1944
1945
1946
Faculty
Employee
Miscellaneous

No. of
people
11
9
8

Bonds

10

Stamps
$12.60
3.85
7.50
5.30
5.95
.75
9.55

55

$47.50

$18.75

8
8

1

The personnel
department
f
O
the state of Connecticut has a
nounced open competttivs exa~:
inations f~r assistant social Work.
ers, ReqU1rem~nts include a COllege degree ,WIth major work in
the SOCIalSCIences.
Closing date for filmg apPliea.
tfons will be December 10. Exam.
[nations will be held in Hartford
sometime between December 21
and January 15.
Salaries range from $1320 to
$1500 a year. For further details
see the personnel office.

25, the fol-

$18.75

The following number in each house contributed:
2
2
1
1
1
2
6
4
1

Blackstone
Branford
Commuters
East
Emily Abbey
Grace Smith
Jane Addams
Mary Harkness
North
Plant
Thames
Windham
WInthrop
1937

o

1
8
2

7

Students Contributing
Total amount 01 Stamps
Total amount of Bonds

$3.25
2.00
.20
.25
1.00
1.80
6.10
2.25
1.00
0.00
.50
7.00
1.50
2.40

Koine RequestsKindly

note:

Only $3.75;
I ncludes all classes;
Needs your support!
Everybody
buy!

Miss O'Neill's Shop
43 Green

Stamp Goods
WId N ouons

Wools Buttons

38

St.

$47.50
18.75

Compliments
bara Schwab '44, was given the
responsibility
for the proSeniors Urged to Fill final
moters, set changes, curtain pullOut Personnel Folders ing and important stage details
of timing and prompt action.
Seniors! Campus InterviewIf this makes one imagine that
ers Are Coming! Return Perlots of sleep was lost and some
sonnel Folders to Personnel
grey hairs were born these past
Office in Fanning as soon as
two months, it's not an idle rupossible.
mor. But producing a play is still
more fun than hard work, the
could not breathe inside the build- whole staff cries in chorus, "Huring without choking.
ry, hurry, see what has been done
Betty told how most of the peo- -the curtain's going up!"
pIe who passed her on sretchers
or who were assisted out of the
building
seemed
to be quiet,
dazed, and numb; the most un·
<Continued from Pa,,8 Three)
controlled
people were
those
whose friends had not escaped.
As she was standing outside the
back door, Betty saw one boy all the while leaving a trail of palead several chorus girls to safe- per strips In their wake. Hot at
ty by breaking a window on the their heels panted the fifteen or
second floor and helping them more hounds. All around Robindown a ladder. Most heroic of all, hood's barn they chased, eventuhowever,
was one sailor who, ally winding up behind a big rock
working side by side with Betty's near Buck lodge. The tireless
escort, plunged into the fiames hounds, bent on working off that
dinner, then set about
time and again, carrying out thir- turkey
ty persons before he collapsed, catching the hares. With this accomplished they. all headed back
overcome by the smoke.
Marilyn Bard '45 was also at to campus, via the shortest route.
the scene of the fire for a short
Those desirous of more restful
time; she and her escort decided form of entertainment found it at
to leave the Coconut Grove about the informal open house in Wind.
10:10 p.m. because it was so ham from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m., when
smoky
and crowded. As they Gilbert and Sullivan's "Pirates of
went out the door, they heard a Penzance" and the "White Cliffs
cry "Fire!", but never imagining of Dover" were played on records.
how serious it was to become,
No supper was served by the
they went on. They were aston- college, but those who still craved
ished and horrified to turn around nourishment found sustenance in
when they were half a block the baskets of fruit distributed to
away and see flames enveloping the dormitories.
the building they had just left so
calmly.

SHALETTS

Can for a

BLUE CAB

(Continued from Page One)

erties committee scurrying in all
directions for numerous
props.
The make-up committee worked
with the dramatic interpretation
class as Margie Livingston
'43
ga~e lessons in the proper application of powder and paint.
There were tickets
and programs to be printed, posters to be
distributed, ads and news stories
~o be written. June Wood '43, busmess manager, and Phyllis Schiff
'43, publicity, handled these details.
To the stage manager, Evelyn
Silvers '43 and her assistant, Bar.
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Checks

evil until

by Betty Shank '43
Th
C
'

good
. .

S root" stated Dr. Philllps
tak:. ott Osgood, rector of the
En ~anuel Church, Boston, at
Em ers. Sunday, November 29.
vesp, spiritual nature must not
Man ~y rise to meet the situation
~e~~r and then return to what it
in erly was. It must advance.

, at .C. students wish to see
.a broader curriculum in an accelerated summer school than in the
past was brought out by the third
In a series of surveys conducted
by the News. The question asked
of 6~ students was "In a summer
seSSIOn should we have only those

fO:D10Sgood pointed out that the
[)I"ld must be changed through
W~l t we learn in this period of
W War has made man abandon
the soft wandering
way at self~s~ness,' of carelessness,
and of
. rgiouS sentimentality.
War has
re Ide a man face realities. Man
must profit by this straight ltv~
m~hiS is a people's war. It is up
to each person to put forth what
is demanded of him. Each of us
st have the courage to make
murfflces and to right the wrongs
s~~sent in this war. Each of us
~ust accept the challenge that is
I ced before him as a duty, conpeluded
a
Dr. Osgood.
.

couf.ses for which the need is lmmedI~te such as mathematics,
phYSICS,accounting and secrctan
al work; or should we have a
wider curriculum?"
Thirty stu.
dents very ~efinitely felt that a
broade.r curr-iculum should be offered If we had such a session;
whereas only 10 felt we should
concentrate
only
on "war
cour~es." In another group who
consI?ered. the type of courses to
be given In a total accelerated
program, 22 felt that if acceleratton were to be put into effect
here, all major fields should ?e ineluded, only one person said .an
accelerated course should be limlt e d t"
'"
Alth oug h
1
0
wa~ majors.
many spoke m favor of a broader
summer course, all of them did
not favor the idea of acceleration.
The following opinions seem to
be representative
of the group
feeling on this third question in
the series:

.f

Meeting of Pre-Medical
Stndents to be Dec. 8
A short but very important
meeting for all students
Interested in going into medicine will
be held Tuesday, .December 8, at
4:20 p.m., in Room 111 Fanning.
Information
will be given on
recent changes in pre-medical requirements
just received
from
the American
Medical Association.

Elizabeth Arden
Says
~"Refill your LipstickSave Metals,
Save Money"

75c to $1.00
Nichols & Harris
Stale Street

New

under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not ro't dresses or men's
shirts. Does not irritate skin.
2. Nowaitingto dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to 3 days. PreventS odot.
4. A pure, white, greaseless,
stamless vanishing cream.
5. Awarded Approval Seal of
American Institute of Laundering for being harmless to
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Survey Reveals Student Favoring of a More
G
enerol Summer Curriculum Than Last Year

Dr. Osgood Speaks
Of War's Lessons
In Vespers Talk
"Force

CONNECrlCVr
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Opinion
Barbara
Schwab-I
think if
you accelerate, you accelerate to
get into war work, and so would
want courses that would enable
you to get war jobs.
Nancy
Bennitt-As
acceleration is to help with the war ef
fort directly, I think that subjects such as the sciences, math,
etc., should be emphasized in a
summer program. I do not approve of acceleration myself, but
think provision should be made
for those who want it.
Margaret Carpenter - I think
the summer program should offer just math, science, and other
courses directly applicable to the
\ war effort for those who are majoring in them and for those who
really want them. Those. ~ho are
majoring in the humanities and
courses not as directly useful to
the war itself would contribute
much more to the war effort and
to the peace afterwards by spending the summer working
e~se.
where, such as in war Industries,
rather than by trying to speed up
their college work.
June McDermott-If
we are going to have acceleration, which I
hope we are not, I'd rather h~ve
the courses we would be. taking
anyway, so that we .can Just go
on and graduate earlIer:
Marjorie Geupel-I think a gen·
eral program would be the best,
if we are going to be accelerated,
on giving a rounded colleg~ ~du,
cation and leaving speCIalIzed
training until after college.
Sally Ford-I
think, if we are
Junior

313
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going to accelerate, we should
take just what we planned to take
all along. I'm in favor of a general program, but I do think
courses more directly helpful to
the war effort should be available
too.
Barbara Barlow-I
am in favor
of acceleration, but I do think
the program should be so arranged so that we can get in all
of our major courses by next
February-so
that none are left
unavailable until the second semester of next year. I think we
ought to be able to get in as
much science and math as posstble.

Scuris Bowling
128 ~1aln Street

objection to having only science
courses in the summer session is
that the whole curriculum would
be unbalanced, all science in the
summer, all liberal arts in the
winter.
Barbara Cieb-lf
the summer
session offered all the regular
courses a lot more people would
accelerate.
Liberal arts majors
who had completed their science
requirements
would have no reason (0 attend an an.scrcnce summer session.
Peggy Ptperc--I don't think It
would be fair to the liberal arts
maj ors if the courses they require for graduation are not offered. If they wished to accelerate they would have to change
their majors 01' else go to another college for the summer session.
Hannah
Lowe - I t h l n k it
should be a general program, as
that would include courses benefIcial to the war effort. It would
enable those who major in such
subjects as science, math, eco·
See "Survey't-e-Page 6

NOW

Sophomore Opinion
Nancy Walker-I
think that we
should have a balance of both
types of courses. Then people
who wished to come from other
colleges to take a summer course
in a scientific or technical subject
could do so. The students who are
majoring in liberal arts courses
would then be able to attend the
summer session too.
Bobby Wadsworth-If
the summer session were compulsory I
think the same courses should be Phone 580;-;
D. J. ZuJlanl
offered as are offered now, but if
DANTE'S
it were optional the curriculum
could be concentrated on so-called
Italtan-Amer-ican
Cuisine
"war courses" with a few of the
GOOD FOOD
humanities added.
We Serve to Serve Again
Sally Hosack-I
think all types
52 Truman
81.
New London
of courses should be offered be- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
cause technical
and
scientific fI
courses might not fit in with the
major of every student.
A
Charlotte Burr-If
the college
C. C. Girl's
offered only those courses which
fit in with the war effort students
Best
Friend
who wished to accelerate by taking the summer session would
have to go elsewhere for liberal
arts courses.
Shirley StrangwardMy main

OPEN

•

Starr Bros.
Drug Store

O.M. I.
(Continued

(rom Page Two)

and Baltimore. When the public
hearings are held, those who have
been treated unfairly will have a
chance to protest and reveal their
mistreatment.
In many places
Negro women have been refused
employment in firms where. ~egro men are hired. In other Cities
there have been "token" employments but "unfair practices" have
continued ..
This committee now will have
a larger hand in preventing ~nfair discrimination
and helping
those who are willing and able to
contribute their part in the war
effort.
Is the Middle West With Us?
Speaking of contributing one's
part to the war effort .brings up
the question of the mIddle we~t
where there is a tremendous stIr
against
gasoline
rationing.
It
seems they just can't understand
that it is not to conserve gasoline,
of which they know there is plen·
ty but that it is to conserve the
p~oduct we are in such great
need of-rubber.
As far as rub·
bel' goes, we are a "have not" n~tion and it is up to everyone In
this nation to realize the seriousness of the issue and put the old
"buggy" in the garage unless i~'s
absolutely necessary to use It.
Since the rest of the c0l}ntry has
not voluntarily done thIS, as the
Baruch report points out, nation·
wide rationing is extremely urgent so that our whole transporta·
tio~ system won't collapse after a
veal' of war. The numerous self·
ish protests we hear' from the
midwest make us wonder whether that section of the country yet
knowS we're at war.
Dlal Telephone 8115
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Books of
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counterbalance
the ''Louse'' but
it still leaves an "i" to be desired.
·A typing error no doubt.

The math club is having
a
meeting soon and the subject to
be discussed and practiced is how
to wrap packages mathematically
Dee McEvoy '45 was slightly
embarrassed the night of the con- and geometrically. All this time
cert. She very properly told one we've been licking the stickers
gentleman who was wandering with our own rosy tongues. This
around that she couldn't give him wrapping packages mathematica seat while a number was going ally is definitely a-cute angle.
on. ''That's all r-ight," he replied,
Jane Addams and Windham
"I'm their manager, :Mr. Fadihave three more engaged resiman."
dents. June Wood '43 has announced her engagement
to Lt.
If you don't know your Army Charles Beers. Also from Jane
and Navy ranks, you had better Addams, Jane Folts '43 has anbrush up on them on account of nounced her engagement to Howwe have been getting wind of ard P. Lewis, Jr. From Windham
some faux pas like the following House, Joy Hyde '43 has anfor some time in addition to com- nounced her engagement to Robmitting them ourselves. A fresh- ert L. Green, Jr., of Episcopal
man after receiving a phone call Theological school at Cambridge,
rushed into a friend's room and Massachusetts.
The rule of sensaid, "Guess what? A sailor just iority is definitely applicable here.
called me up!" Friend: "Oh really, what rank is he?" "A private,
I guess." Friend: "But they don't
have privates in the Navy." "Oh,
he must have been a 'squab' then.
(ContulUed from Page Five)
Whether this term is a fugitive
from the game called Anagrams
or just combination of gob and nomtcs, etc., to continue their
swab, we really couldn't say.
studies, and those who do not, to
take these more directly useful
Not long ago Skip (alias Leu- courses besides their major if
ise) Rosenstiel '44 received a note they wish to. We ought to be able
from her major advisor request- to get both types.
Eleanor Koenig-c-I think that,
ing the pleasure of her presence
at a meeting of the junior majors if we are accelerated, we should
in that department. The envelope have a general program which
was addressed to Miss Louse Ros- would include all courses.
enstlel '44. The "Miss" helps to
Clara
Sinnott-Any
major
should be offered in consideration
of preparing for post-war life as
well as war time needs.

Survey

(Continued from PaJre One)

a refrigerated
Church container
From there it is sent to a laboratory for testing, prepared for
shipping, and finally used for
some war service.
Making use of the opportunity,
Miss Margaret Chaney and Miss
E. Frances Botsford are conducting an experiment to find out the
effect of iron on the regeneration
of blood. Consequently, as part of
the experiment some donors are
taking iron pills and some, as a
control group, are not.
Miss Chaney is chairman of the
blood donors
committee,
Mrs.
Sarah Jones, assistant in zoology,
Mrs. Dorothy George of the President's office, and Dr. Charlotte
Rogers of New London are making tht haemoglobin counts. Miss
Beatrice Dodd, assistant in home
economics, is assisting them, and
Mrs. Grace Setterholm
is doing
the clerical work involved.
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Freshman Opinion
Betsy Healy-x-I think we should
have a wider curriculum because
many girls are not taking courses
related to the war effort.
;Betty Ke l Ioc k-c-I think
we
should just have the courses that
are necessary
immediately
and
which will prepare us for jobs
that will help our country's war
effort.
Ruth Goodhue - I think we
should just have courses which
are necessary, because the people
who are going to be taking accelerated courses will want to be
prepared for jobs which pertain
to war work. Art and related subjects will not be necessary for
preparing for defense jobs.
Alice Willgoos ~ I think we
should have a wider range of sub.
jects because subjects not related
to the war effort are also Important as the war won't last rorever.

Head of Italian Club
The newly reorganized Italian
club has as its officers this year:
President, Mary Cusati '45; Joan
McCarty '45,· Secretary-Treasurer; Carolyn Thomson '43, Publicity Agent. At the meeting held
Monday evening, November 30,
Italian folk songs were sung, in
Italian, and Italian games were
played. Plans were also made to
have a spaghetti dinner at the
next meeting which will be some
time after Christmas.
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Betty Relffel-c-I think that the
girls who want to graduate earlier so that they can obtain war
jobs should be able to take the
courses necessary for graduation.

from

Dining and Dancing

Louis Anello
CUSTOM TAILORING
Cleaning and Repalrtng

accelerate, the students should be
able to go on with the courses
they have originally planned so
that after the war is over, these
students will be fully prepared in
the field of work they have chos-

en.
Nancy Faulkner-We
need a
variety of courses so that students can specialize in the work
for which they are best fitted.
Some of us show more aptitude
Janet McDonough-I
think we in English and art than we show
should just have the courses that in math or chemistry.
are needed because there probably won't be enough people to
Sally Caskey-c-I think that durmake it worth while to offer ing the summer
the college
more courses.
should offer a complete program
J
F
Th
f including courses
necessary
to
acc~l~~~ion e~~; sh~rt~~ri~:eC~I_ the war effort as well as liberal
arts courses.
lege course so that war needs can
Sally Quinta d _ Th
11
be filled. Therefore, I think that should offer a r'd
e ~o jege
only those courses which special- in the 5
W 1 etr cu~rrlcu uhm
f
he gIr s w a
. f
th
ff
b
ummer or
Ize or
e war e ort need e of- wish to
1
t·
h
fered in the summer
acce era e 1 not
er
.
courses.
Ellie Kempsmit.h-l
oeli~ve we
Janet Weiss~A summer course
should h.ave a WIder ~urTl?ulum should give us all the advantages
because if the school IS gOIng to of a regular curriculum.
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Examination announcements
for student instructors
in the
Force
Technical
Medie~~!an~!~~~~~e
great Army Air
Schools and Naval Aviation 'Serby Ruby Zagoren '43
cathedrals of the Medieval penod. vice Schools are in the Personnel
Even with all the excitement of
Nor is the Medieval Penod t~e Bureau. No written
test is retoday, do you, now and then, feel only strong point in Dr. Brown s quired. Salary is $1,620.
a little wistful for the days of library. There-in rare a~d yaluThe services
of women are
chivalry-the
days when knigh~s able books, with old bmdmgs, needed to replace enlisted person.
in shining armor rescued fair with pages that crackle
when nel. The training
courses
last
ladies from distress? The Palmer turned, and with the musty.smell
from six to eight months. Full
library of Connecticut college has of age-is
presented mater-Ial on particulars
are in the personnel
provided amply for you. Books of the Renaissance.
There IS an bureau office.
medieval romances are abundant English translation. of Pliny'S Nain the Medieval library
of Dr. tural History, a folio volume, pubCarleton Brown, late expert in lished in 1634; Pliny'S Natur~l Christmas Party to be
the Medieval field; this collection History was the Shakespeare s Held by the Math Club
has been lent to the college by his source when he wrote Othello.
A Christmas party will be gtv.
widow, Mrs. Beatrice Daw Brown. There are also the Sermons .of' en by the Mathematics
club on
There is the Vulgate Version of Vicenti, published in 1550 with Monday, December 7, at 7:30 p.rn,
Arthurian romances in nine vel- metal locks on them to keep the
in the Commuters'
room. Some
urnes; here you will meet such binding straight;
there is the
members of the junior class will
heroes as Gawain and Lancelot, Concordance of Scriptures made
present a paper at this time on
Percival who saw the Holy Grail, under the order of Pope Clement
the subject of wrapping
ChristTristram,
the fated lover, and VIII. Cooke's Etymological Dlcmas packages mathematically.
Merlin, the master magician. The tionary is there too; it traces the
Vulgate is a compilation of all roots of words through English,
Glass
Silver
China
the stories of these heroes that French Greek and Latin. There
Unusual Gifts
appeared
in the
vernacular
is Candon's History of Britain,
tongue.
published in 1695, with its historL. Lewis & Company
If you are scholarly, you may cal account of each county. All
Esta bltshed 1860
want to read a collection of com- are books to be handled with care
State and Green Streets
mentaries
on these romances, --old books to show us glimpses
New London, Conn.
gathered by Dr. Brown; or you of an age far away in the past.
may want to peek into J. O.
Medieval and Renaissance periBruce's Evolution of Arthurian cds-c-when men and women like
. Style Shop
Romance, two very valuable and ourselves, lived, and worked and
rare volumes.
played. To smell the odor of age,
128 State St.
If you are interested in hlstorl- to feel the stiff pages, to glance
Complete
Sports Wear
cal backgrounds,
you will find through
the material-all
this
for College
ample material in the 283 vol- gives one a sense of kinship with
urnes of the Rolls Series (not in the web that civilizations in ages
Dr. Brown's library, but in the past have been weaving
and
fourth level of the stacks) on the which is still being woven.
Otto Aimetti
medieval period with its romantic
Faculty surely are taking adconcepts. This Rolls Series con- vantage of this wealth of materi-I
Ladies' Tailor
tains all the material available al, for besides Dr. Bethurum, Dr.
86S_
St.
for the history of England, Scot- Pauline Aiken, instructor in EngOver Kresge's Store
land, and Ireland up to the Ren- Iish, Dr. Hamilton Smyser, asso-I
Phone 7395
aissance;
a "truly
remarkable ciate professor of English, Dr.
possession for a college of our Beatrice Brown, assistant profes- ~;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;j
years,"
comments
Dr. Dorothy sor of English, Dr. Rosemond
Bethurum, chairman of the Eng- Tuve, associate professor of English department. Then for the ar· Iish, there are Dr. Edward Cranz, 1
tistic student, the Art d.epartment professor of History and Dr. Beatrice Reynolds, associate projesYou can still get there ...
sor of History, who are working
·BY BUS
Mary Cusati '45 Elected in the medieval field.

Caught On Campus

Blood Donors

2,

Army-Navy SchoolsWant
Women as Instructors

Romance Lives Again in the
Mabel Cunningham '45 willingly offered to get Jeanne Mendler
'45 her dessert the other day over
at Thames. She rushed off and returned with~two dishes of mayonnaise. Tasty, Mabel?
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